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organ which if stimulated bestows on the impulse a sexual character.” What

impulse?
It is also somewhat startling to find that in the preface of the second edi-

tion, Dr. Brill mentions Professor Adolf Meyer among a group of “ men

of scientific eminence and sound judgment who have given assent to the
chief of Freud’s conclusions.” To the uninitiated, this statement classes
Professor Meyer with such extreme psychoanalysts as Jung. This may not
be entirely a case of finding “ Saul among the Prophets,” but it surely does

not give a fair or an adequate idea of Professor Meyer’s attitude towards

the most advanced representatives of the Freudian School. It is true that
Dr. Brill puts in quotation marks the beginning of the sentence that contains

Dr. Meyer’s name, but there are no other quotation marks to show us where
the quotation ends and where Dr. Brill’s own words begin.

These criticisms are of course all minor details, which do not in any
way deeply affect the value of Dr. Brill’s book and its permanent usefulness.

JOHN R. OLIVER.

Medi.zinische Psychologie. Em Leitfaden f#{252}rStudium und Praxis. Von DR.

ERNEST KRETSCHNER. (Leipzig : Georg Thieme, 1922.)

This is an advanced manual, which assumes acquaintance with the funda-
mentals of psychiatry, but is not unassimilable without them. It is perhaps

the best balanced book that has appeared in its field. Bleuler’s influence is
marked. As there is no really standard way of presenting the subject, the

viewpoint necessarily has original features; where other authorities are
used, an excellent sense of values is manifest. The book is not easy reading,

being quite condensed. A competent and liberally annotated translation
would be a genuine service to American psychopathology; probably a labor
of love also, the popular sense being attuned to somewhat more highly
colored productions.

F.L.W.

An Essay on the Physiology of Mind. By FRANCIS X. DERCUM, M. D., etc.

(Philadelphia and London: W. B. Saunders Co., 1922.)

This brief volume is a r#{233}sum#{233},and in part also rechauff#{233} of its dis-

tinguished author’s conceptions on the mechanics of mental functions. The
earlier portion reviews generally understood facts of the biogenesis of the

nervous system. In accounting for the more complicated mental processes

of the higher organisms use is made of hypotheses involving amceboid

movements of the nerve cells. The psychogenic repressions of the Freudian

type become resistances of a more mechanical conception, thus, “. . . . the

retraction of the dendrites and axones of the neurones explains the palsies

and an�sthesias of hysteria” (p. 176). More importance is attached to this

hypothesis than is usual among students of neurology, but the manner of

presentation is clear and stimulating, as one would expect.

F. L. W.




